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3. A web-crawling system is developed to correct dynamically correct satellite data and 30 

improve skill of hydrologic predictions. 31 

4. The correction system can reduce RMSE of satellite based prediction by about 80-90% 32 
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ABSTRACT 34 

Satellite based observations are becoming more widespread for operational and decision making 35 

activities in water resources due to their near real-time availability as well as minimization of 36 

difficulties related to ground based hydrological measurements. Two crucial hurdles to 37 

advancing real-world operationalization of satellite datasets are addressed in this study. First, a 38 

simple, easy-to-access, easy-to-build, robust and consistent open-source web portal connecting to 39 

a backend complex model is developed to facilitate satellite based observations by resource-40 

constrained developing nations. Second, to enhance skill of satellite-based predictions, an 41 

innovative and dynamic web analytics-based correction system is developed to reduce the 42 

uncertainty of satellite estimates. The correction system comprised dynamic precipitation bias 43 

correction and streamflow correction. In precipitation correction, dynamically web crawled 44 

precipitation from different government sites of South Asia region are used to estimate satellite 45 

precipitation bias. Then dynamically bias adjusted precipitation is then used to force 46 

hydrological models. Simulated streamflow is corrected using discharge climatology and gauged 47 

discharge observations. These corrected datasets are finally shared through South Asian Surface 48 

Water Modelling System (SASWMS) web portal. On an average, these dynamic correction 49 

techniques reduced RMSE in streamflow by 80-90%. The take-home message is that with the 50 

growth in open-source tools, it is now possible for any resource-constrained water management 51 

agency to build robust and cost-effective operational web portals based on satellite data and non-52 

proprietory software. With dynamic correction features that can also be built from open-source 53 

tools, the well-known limitations of satellite-based operationalization can be overcome for water 54 

management agencies of developing countries. 55 

Key words: water management, satellite precipitation, hydrologic model, web analytics. 56 
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1. INTRODUCTION  57 

 Water cycle can be described as a complex process comprising a number of highly 58 

interconnected water, energy and vegetation processes with variability in time and space. 59 

Estimation of all of the components of water cycle is quite impossible by purely observational 60 

approaches due to the limited sampling they provide. Hydrological modelling driven by 61 

observations can be utilized as an alternative approach for better understanding of the physical 62 

processes of the water cycle (Siddique-E-Akbor et al., 2014). By using mathematical modelling 63 

along with updated computational technology, one can overcome the sampling limitations of 64 

observations and realize routine simulation for better water resources management (María et al., 65 

2016; Siddique-E-Akbor et al., 2014). 66 

 However, some hurdles remain, particularly when it comes to the developing world. 67 

These are prohibitive costs for maintaining observations and computational technology 68 

(Gebregiorgis and Hossain, 2014), institutional issues (e.g. hydro-political issues ï Hossain et. 69 

al., 2014, Akanda, 2012) and poor data quality. Such hurdles limit the capability and skill of 70 

hydrological models in the developing world where the river basins are international (or 71 

International River Basin- IRB; Maswood and Hossain, 2016; Bonnema et al., 2016). According 72 

to Katiyar and Hossain (2007), about thirty-three countries situated at the most downstream of 73 

IRBs in the developing world are heavily depended on hydrologic information from the upstream 74 

riparian nations and are challenged in basin-wide hydrologic modeling due to institutional and 75 

cost issues. Satellite Observations today provide a platform for better understanding of 76 

hydrological processes by overcoming the traditional difficulties of in-situ measurements as well 77 

other hurdles highlighted above. Satellite observations can indirectly estimate several variables 78 

of the water cycle (such as soil moisture, river height, stream flow, vegetation cover etc.) that can 79 
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be used to force, calibrate or validate hydrological models and allow decision making for water 80 

management in challenging situations such as IRBs in the developing world (Musa et al., 2015; 81 

Gebregiorgis and Hossain, 2014). For over a decade, satellite observations have been used for 82 

various weather and climate prediction studies and applications at operational scales (Kansakar 83 

and Hossain, 2016; Khan et al., 2012; Woldemichael et al., 2012; Gebregiorgis and Hossain, 84 

2011; Nijssen and Lettenmaier, 2004). Several integrated hydrological and water resources 85 

modelling systems have been developed based on the satellite data products to enable hydro-86 

meteorological studies and applications (e. g. Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS) - 87 

Rodell et al., 2004; Brown et al., 2014). 88 

 Despite these advancements, challenges on scale, quality and integration remain. Quality 89 

of satellite data can often become unacceptable, resulting in simulations that are found limited in 90 

skill or useless for decision making. A good example is satellite precipitation estimation, where 91 

the uncertainties at smaller space-time scales are known to be complex and often the limiting 92 

factor to its operational use for hydrological applications (Hossain and Huffman, 2008). The end 93 

result of such a data quality issue can be understood from Figure 1. This figure shows the stream 94 

flow simulation by a calibrated hydrologic model (Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC)- Liang et 95 

al., 1994) for the Brahmaputra Basin at a location called Bahadurabad. Precipitation data from 96 

the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission, known as the IMERG product (Hou et al., 97 

2014; Huffman et al., 2015) was used. IMERG is a multi-sensor product dominated by passive 98 

sensors calibrated to the GPMôs precipitation radar. Comparison with the observed (rated) stream 99 

flow shows significant bias to the extent that no end-user or water manager would have trust in 100 

using it for decision making. We attribute such issues to the often, if not always, poor estimation 101 

capability of low or high rain rates. 102 
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 103 

Figure 1. An example of poor data quality issues of satellite observations that limit decision 104 

making skill for water managers. The solid line is the streamflow simulation derived from a 105 

hydrologic model forced with GPMôs IMERG satellite precipitation data. The dotted red line is 106 

the observed discharge rated from water levels.  (source: http://depts.washington.edu/saswe) 107 

 108 

 In addition to data quality issues, satellite observations also suffer from delayed 109 

transmission (i.e., latency) and various data formatting issues whose awareness is mostly limited 110 

to scientific community but not to the application world. When these issues are considered in 111 

sum, the increasing observational capability of satellites will not have an equivalent impact on 112 

increasing societal applications until creative and cost-effective solutions are devised to improve 113 

the utility of satellite data for decision makers (Hossain 2015, Bulatewicz 2014). Without such 114 

out of the box solutions, stakeholder agencies with a mandate to provide decisions for water 115 

management (as an example) will remain institutionally dependent on third-party entities (such 116 

as scientific or the data producing community). These stakeholder agencies are unlikely to 117 

benefit from the true potential of satellite observations. Take for example, the Flood Forecasting 118 

http://depts.washington.edu/saswe
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and Warning Center (FFWC) of the Bangladesh Government (www.ffwc.gov.bd). FFWC has 119 

made noticeable progress in adopting satellite and modeling platforms (such as GPM IMERG 120 

data, satellite altimeter, weather models) since 2011 (Hossain et. al., 2014; Hossain et al., 2013; 121 

Hossain et al., 2014). Yet, FFWC remains heavily dependent on the scientific community for 122 

guidance on ways to handle data or satellite mission constellation changes.  Such dependency is 123 

not uncommon in other water management agencies of the developing world (Kansakar and 124 

Hossain, 2016; Hossain, 2015). 125 

 At this stage, two critical solutions are needed to empower stakeholder agencies to 126 

become independent users of satellite data for operational water management. These are: 1) an 127 

open source interface building framework that connects complex backend models with front end 128 

user needs (such a framework should be easy to follow and build using cost-effective solutions 129 

that are sustainable in the agency environment of developing nations);  2) an automated 130 

correction system can harness in-situ data availability on the public domain to improve accuracy 131 

of satellite data; such a system should be able to take advantage of power of internet and avoid 132 

unphysical/unrealistic simulations (as shown in Figure 1) due to satelliteôs indirect method of 133 

estimating water cycle variables. 134 

 Development of these two solutions is timely as information technology (IT) 135 

development has progressed significantly in the realm of the open-source/non-proprietary 136 

community. There are now powerful non-proprietary tools available to empower end users and 137 

stakeholder agencies in the developing world and bypass cost-prohibit proprietary software that 138 

most developing nations cannot afford (Castronova et. al., 2013; Horsburgh, 2009). A classic 139 

example is the Linux Operating System and python. The python (Van Rossum, 1995) scripting 140 

language is a relatively simple, clean syntax language with full suite of object-oriented 141 

http://www.ffwc.gov.bd/
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capabilities. It is now widely-used for web and internet development, scientific and numeric 142 

computation and software development purposes. However, there is no consistent template or 143 

methodology for taking advantage of such open-source interface building approach for 144 

operationalization of satellite data for water management.  145 

 The open-source community now needs to formalize a framework. Today there exists a 146 

vast amount of in-situ information on water cycle measurements (such as precipitation and 147 

streamflow) posted online in nowcast mode that remains heavily óuntappedô for dynamic 148 

adjustment of satellite data. For example, in South Asia, there are half a dozen agencies (see 149 

Appendix), to the best of our knowledge, that post only the most current dayôs measured rainfall 150 

on their website for several hundred locations. This online availability, although limited in record 151 

as being only a ónowcastô, provides an opportunity to pursue simple adjustment techniques on 152 

the fly and explore if such publicly available data can improve the skill of operational satellite-153 

based hydrologic simulation. In other words, can we take advantage of the internet as a level 154 

playing field through web crawling and pull as much in-situ data as possible through supervised 155 

search and improve the data quality of satellite observations of parameters such as precipitation 156 

and streamflow? 157 

 The key objectives of this study are two-fold and as follows:  158 

1) to develop an open-source web interface building system that is simple and easy to implement 159 

for agencies of the developing world as a óbuild it yourselfô template for water management;  160 

2) to explore the effectiveness of online and dynamic data quality improvement techniques that 161 

leverage the public domain in-situ data posted on the internet to correct satellite data on the fly 162 

through web-analytics (web crawling). 163 
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 This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss the data, model and 164 

open-source tools we have used to build the generic and open-source framework for objective a) 165 

and the web-analytic correction system for objective b). This is then followed by a detailed 166 

outline of the framework itself that we present as a modular and scalable one based on a óbuild-167 

it-yourselfô template. Section 5.1 describes the performance of the framework and correction 168 

system followed by conclusions, lessons learned and recommended areas of future study. 169 

2. DATA, MODEL AND TOOLS 170 

2.1. Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) Hydrological Model 171 

 The hydrological model used in this study is the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) 172 

model, which was developed by Liang et al. (1994). VIC is a macro-scale, semi-distributed 173 

hydrological model that can solve full water and energy balances. It is a research grade model 174 

and has been used widely for a variety of studies ranging from seasonal hydrological forecasting 175 

to climate change and water-energy budget analysis (Dan et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2009; 176 

Cherkauer et al., 2003). There are several distinguishing features of VIC Model such as sub-grid 177 

heterogeneity, daily to sub-daily meteorological drivers, land-atmosphere fluxes and the water 178 

energy balances at land surface with independent simulation of each grid cells-one grid. 179 

Streamflow that results from runoff routing is calculated using a separate horizontal routing 180 

model developed by Lohmann et al. (1998). 181 

 The key outputs of VIC Models are runoff, streamflow, base-flow, soil moisture and 182 

evapotranspiration that are considered key for enabling water management in developing 183 

countries. As an example on enhancing water management in South Asia, these outputs were 184 

rendered using our generic open-source framework through the South Asian Surface Water 185 

Modelling System (SASWMS; http://depts.washington.edu/saswe). Streamflow at different 186 

http://depts.washington.edu/saswe
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prominent location of basins can be used to make a decision of water availability in the 187 

downstream. Reference evaporation is an important parameter for crop water management. 188 

Currently, it is successfully driving the irrigation advisory services in Pakistan (Biswas and 189 

Hossain, 2016). Soil Moisture drives agriculture as it works as principal source for growing 190 

plants. 191 

2.2. Satellite Datasets 192 

 Four types of satellite estimated datasets were used in this study to demonstrate the value 193 

of the framework and correction system. For precipitation, IMERG Early run datasets of GPM 194 

(Global Precipitation measurement) was used (Hou et al., 2014 and Huffman et al., 2015). Daily 195 

maximum and minimum temperature and average wind speed datasets are collected from NCEP 196 

FNL Operational Model Global Tropospheric Analyses (National Centers for Environmental 197 

Prediction/National Weather Service/NOAA/U.S. Department of Commerce, 2000). The IMERG 198 

products are characterized by high temporal and spatial resolutions (half-hour and 0.1° × 0.1°) 199 

 Other datasets were derived from the NCEP FNL Server comprising temperature and 200 

wind speed. These NCEP Final Operational Global Analysis data are on 1-degree by 1-degree 201 

grids and prepared operationally every six hours. This product is from the Global Data 202 

Assimilation System (GDAS), which continuously collects observational data from the Global 203 

Telecommunications System (GTS), and other sources. The final products are prepared about 204 

one hour after the Global forecasting datasets are initialized so that more observational data can 205 

be utilized. 206 

2.3. Open-source Scripts, and Software-making Tools 207 

 Several free and open source software, programs and tools were used. For objective 1) 208 

(i.e. Development of open-source web interface for complex back-end models), several free and 209 
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open source software, programs and tools were used. For this objective, XAMPP 210 

(https://www.apachefriends.org/index.html) is used to make a user environment in the localhost. 211 

XAMPP stands for Cross-Platform (X), Apache (A), MariaDB (M), PHP (P) and Perl (P). It is a 212 

completely free, easy to install Apache distribution under the terms of GNU Public License. The 213 

main use of XAMPP is it facilitates the developers to create a local web server for testing and 214 

development purposes. Some JavaScript enabled application programming interface (Google 215 

Maps, HighCharts) is also used for open source web interface development. Google Maps 216 

JavaScript API is a powerful, popular mapping API which is very simple to use to add maps to 217 

any website, or web or mobile application, and provides a wide range of services and utilities for 218 

data visualization, map manipulation, directions, and more (Wu et al., 2013). HighCharts 219 

(http://www.highcharts.com/) is also used which is a charting library written in pure JavaScript. 220 

It offers an easy way of adding interactive charts (i.e. line, spline, area, area-spline, column, bar, 221 

pie, scatter etc.) to any web site or web application (ElTayeby et al., 2013). 222 

 During designing the SASWMS Web Data Crawling System for dynamic correction 223 

(objective 2), Microsoft Visual Studio Community Edition 2015 (C#) was used (described 224 

further in section 4.2). Several external libraries of C# (e. g. Html Agility Pack, iTextSharp Pdf 225 

and WinSCP) were used along with internal library files of Visual Studio. Html Agility Pack 226 

(HAP) is a .NET code library used to parse ñout of the webò HTML files during extracting 227 

information from different web portals. During PDF document reading and extracting data, a Dot 228 

Net (.NET) PDF Library named iTextSharp (http://developers.itextpdf.com//) was used. For 229 

transfer of files between local PC and Server PC, WinScp (https://winscp.net/eng/download.php) 230 

.net assembly was used. During map preparation, python along with the arcpy application 231 

programming interface (api) of ArcGIS is used. Essentially all these tools and softwares were 232 

https://www.apachefriends.org/index.html
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open-source, non-proprietary with many of them getting identified through web search for 233 

solving specific components of the framework building. 234 

3. METHODOLOGY  235 

3.1. Open-Source ñBuild-It -Yourselfò Web Portal Development 236 

 A very simple, well organized, easy to navigate and consistent web portal is developed 237 

with the facility of visualization and downloading. A fast loading and consistent layout enabled 238 

template was downloaded, necessary html, CSS codes were modified, and JavaScript codes were 239 

added in the webpages to make it more dynamic. Google Maps JavaScript Application 240 

Programming Interface (API) was enabled to provide google map enabled platform for showing 241 

results. Facilities are provided to visualize and download necessary observations and simulation 242 

results from the portal. Figure 2 illustrates how the portal is developed using free-of-cost online 243 

resources.  244 
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 245 

Figure 2: South Asian Surface Water Modelling System(SASWMS) Portal Development [Note: 246 

the final form of this web portal is hosted at http://depts.washington.edu/saswe; UW stands for 247 

University of Washington] 248 

 249 

 During the development of the portal (as part of objective 1), a free template was 250 

downloaded from https://www.templated.co/transit, CSS codes and html codes were customized 251 

according to user needs. JavaScript was used to facilitate visualize and download datasets. The 252 

preliminary design of the portal was done in localhost by using xampp. During customization, 253 

JavaScript was used to link with model outputs (images, datasets) and other media files. Google 254 

Maps API was embedded to enable google maps in the portal. On the google maps, station 255 

http://depts.washington.edu/saswe
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locations, rivers and tributaries and basin boundary was added. A pop-up window was added to 256 

each station location to facilitate new windows. Highchart.js was enabled and linked with 257 

streamflow text files to visualize streamflow time-series of the stations in the pop-up windows of 258 

google maps. Three-way interaction between the users and the portal was added (e. g. raster 259 

visualization, time-series visualization and dataset download). Users can visualize raster 260 

formatted maps of any datasets by selecting the basin, dataset, temporal resolution and date. 261 

They also can visualize streamflow at prominent locations by clicking on stations icon. There is 262 

also download options of all the datasets by using selection query located in the Dataset 263 

Download page. 264 

 265 

Figure 3: South Asian Surface Water Modelling System (SASWMS; 266 

http://depts.washington.edu/saswe) Portal as an example of a óbuild-it-yourselfô open source web 267 

interface connecting complex backend model (VIC model in this case) for enabling water 268 

management decisions. 269 

http://depts.washington.edu/saswe
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3.2. Development of Web-analytic Correction System for Satellite Data 270 

 As part of objective 2, a real-time web based data crawler was developed that crawls the 271 

web each night and extracts ground measured rainfall data from bona-fide government water 272 

management agencies. For the South Asian portal, these were countries of India, Nepal, 273 

Bangladesh and Bhutan. A list of the websites and the index or id of the html table of 274 

corresponding websites where rainfall information is posted was predefined in the WebCrawler. 275 

The crawler iterates through each of the items of the list and goes to that site to grab rainfall data 276 

table according to the specified index number using the Html Agility Pack library. The crawler 277 

also searches for rainfall date and time which is specified in the webpages. After extracting 278 

rainfall data from table and acquiring date of rainfall, it downloads datasets in text format where 279 

rainfall date, station name and rainfall amount (in mm) is saved.   280 

 For PDF (Portable Document File) files shared in the agency websites, the program uses 281 

another library named as ITextSharp to extract stations name, date of rainfall observation and 282 

amount of rainfall. For more dynamic webpage like www.cwc.gov.in, HTTP (Hyper Text 283 

Transfer Protocol) post web request method is used to send a station id, and then the response is 284 

captured to extract rainfall information of the corresponding station. Of the 14 websites, only two 285 

websites share water level data which is also saved by the scheduled crawling. After completing 286 

download of all the web information, a quality check is done by calculating the number of 287 

stations, maximum and average rainfall amount and any unwanted information is excluded. To 288 

track the whole process, a log file is also generated where all the information (including quality 289 

checking info) about the web crawling (i.e. no. of stations found, error message during extracting 290 

rainfall data, date-time missing in webpage, index number of html table not found etc.) event are 291 

saved. 292 
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 By this way, the crawler forages these sites every day, crawls the latest (last 24 hours) 293 

precipitation and water level data. There are 913 stations currently included in the download 294 

program of SASWMS. Of them, on an average 650-800 stationôs data were found to be posted 295 

regularly by the agency websites as ónowcastô for that day (Figure 4). Websites included into the 296 

online web crawler is listed in Appendix 1. Hereafter, we shall call the SASWMS data correction 297 

system a SASWMS WebCrawler. 298 

 299 

 300 

Figure 4 Stations included in the SASWMS Crawler for crawling observed rainfall data. 301 

 302 
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 Two different correction systems were built for SASWMS. First one is precipitation bias 303 

correction and second one is streamflow correction system. The following flow diagram shows 304 

how the correction system along with other components works in South Asian Surface Water 305 

Modelling System. 306 

 307 

Figure 5 Flow Diagram of South Asian Surface Water Modelling System 308 

3.2.1. Precipitation Bias Correction System 309 

 We developed this system as one of the primary data quality issue associated with 310 

Satellite precipitation data (such as IMERG) was related to excessive bias (Prakash et. al., 2016) 311 
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that often renders the data unusable or results in physically unrealistic simulation of water cycle 312 

variables (see Figure 1 for an example). There are four different methods of precipitation bias 313 

correction which are suitable for real-time satellite estimated precipitation. They are mean bias 314 

correction (Briedenbach et. al., 1999), use of a regression equation (Immerzeel, 2009; Cheema 315 

and Bastiaanssen, 2010), distribution transformation (Bouwer, 2004) and spatial bias method 316 

(Cheema and Bastiaanssen, 2010). As the spatial distribution of stations included in the web 317 

crawler are not very dense and also the variation of bias is heterogeneous and also there is a lack 318 

of long term observed rainfall, spatial bias method was found most suitable method among all 319 

the methods for applying realtime bias correction. 320 

 In spatial bias correction method, bias amount between observed and satellite estimated 321 

precipitation is calculated in all the observed station location of the basin. The daily bias at each 322 

station is then spatially interpolated using a suitable interpolation technique. In this study, two 323 

different methods of bias interpolation are used in all the basins i.e. Inverse Distance Weightage 324 

(IDW) and Spline interpolation techniques. Finally, this bias amount was applied to the IMERG 325 

Satellite estimated precipitation. After applying this bias, in some grids, negative precipitation in 326 

modest amounts found that were set to zero if that grid cell or the immediately neighboring ones 327 

were zero according to in-situ station or uncorrected satellite data. 328 

3.2.2. Streamflow Correction System 329 

 In streamflow correction system, the simulated streamflow was corrected by using 330 

climatology of discharge (rated) and upstream drainage area of each correction point. 331 

Climatology discharge was derived using data pertaining from 2002-2015 for Bahadurabad 332 

station in Brahmaputra and 1910-2015 for Hardinge Bridge station of Ganges River. First a ñno-333 

correctionò envelope of streamflow was developed using these datasets for each Julian day. This 334 
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range of streamflow for a given station and given Julian day pertains to the range that covers all 335 

recorded values between 25% higher than the climatologically minimum discharge and 25% 336 

lower than the climatologically maximum discharge. We considered this range as a ósafeô and 337 

physically realistic zone that would not trigger an automatic web-analytic based correction. 338 

However, when the simulated streamflow is outside this ósafe and physicalô no-correction zone, 339 

the system crawls the in-situ discharge of that day derived from observed water level records and 340 

compares the values. If the simulated streamflow is lower than 75% of public domain in-situ 341 

discharge or higher than 125% of the rated discharge, an automatic correction is triggered. This 342 

correction is based on the ratio of simulated streamflow to the in-situ discharge. This ratio is then 343 

applied at other streamflow locations by multiplying the ratio with flow and further adjusting 344 

with by multiplying it by the ratio of drainage areas of the two locations (reference and 345 

upstream/downstream). Streamflow correction system is illustrated in figure 6. 346 
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347 
 348 

Figure 6: Flow Chart of Streamflow Correction System 349 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 350 

4.1. Built -It -Yourself Portal 351 

 Several hydrological parameters (Precipitation, Reference Evapotranspiration, 352 

Streamflow, Runoff, Base flow, Soil Moisture and Evaporation) at multi-temporal scale (e.g. 353 

daily, weekly and monthly) were shared in the form of raster maps (GIF Image) and ESRI 354 

(Environmental Systems Research Institute) ASCII file. IMERG Satellite estimated precipitation 355 

was corrected using web crawling and then sent to the server in the daily and weekly map and 356 
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ASCII file format. Every day, by using the corrected rainfall, VIC and Route model simulated 357 

and all the resulting datasets were uploaded to the UW hosted SASWMS Server. Using a 358 

predefined template, raster maps of .gif format is prepared from these datasets and uploaded in 359 

the same server. Besides Raster maps and datasets, corrected streamflow time-series of all 360 

stations are also uploaded. The entire chain of processes is still on-going at the time of writing 361 

this manuscript and can be witnessed first-hand at http://depts.washington.edu/saswe.  362 

 Users can view the model results in the Visualization Tab. Raster maps of different 363 

datasets of each basin can be viewed in the Raster Gridded Surface Viewer and streamflow data 364 

can be found at Streamflow Time series Viewer. In streamflow page, streamflow locations and 365 

their corresponding streamflow time-series data of a particular basin can be viewed by selecting 366 

the basin and clicking on the view time series button. All the stationôs information (e.g. Latitude, 367 

Longitude, River Name and Basin Name) are also mentioned in the streamflow visualization 368 

page. In Raster Gridded Surface Viewer page, Ganges, Brahmaputra, Meghna, Indus and 369 

Pakistan are included in the Basin Name tab. In the Datasets option, precipitation, runoff, base 370 

flow, soil moisture, evaporation and reference evapotranspiration (for only Pakistan) included. 371 

Options in the temporal accumulation are daily, weekly and monthly. Firstly, Basin name needs 372 

to be selected to see the available datasets and also datasets must be selected to see their 373 

temporal accumulation type. After selecting all the available options and a particular date, the 374 

corresponding raster map can be viewed. 375 

 A user can also download precipitation, streamflow, evaporation, runoff, soil moisture 376 

and base flow of specified temporal scale of a specific basin from Dataset Download page. By 377 

clicking on the download button, the portal downloads required number of files according to the 378 

userôs selection. The files are of ESRI ASCII formatted text file. The design is kept as simple as 379 

http://depts.washington.edu/saswe
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possible so that minimum amount of data transmission is required during navigation in the portal 380 

and visualization and download of datasets.  381 

4.2. Performance of Web Analytics based Correction System 382 

 Web analytics based correction is applied in Ganges, Brahmaputra and Indus River 383 

Basin. Precipitation correction is applied to all the three basins whereas streamflow correction is 384 

applied to Brahmaputra and Ganges Basin only as no in-situ water level or discharge data of 385 

Indus Basin is available to the best of our knowledge. In this study, performance of only 386 

precipitation correction, only streamflow correction and combined correction of precipitation and 387 

streamflow is assessed for Ganges and Brahmaputra Basin. In case of precipitation correction, 388 

data used from 1
st
 January 2016 to 31

st
 August 2016. As the public domains started sharing water 389 

level data from 27
th
 March, streamflow performance is assessed from 27

th
 March to 31

st
 August 390 

2016. 391 

4.2.1. Performance of Precipitation Bias Correction 392 

 To compare with satellite estimated gridded rainfall, web crawled rainfall is interpolated 393 

in the whole basin using Inverse Distance Weightage (IDW) method with power 2 and number 394 

of points in search radius used 12. In figure 6, results from two types of precipitation bias 395 

correction in Brahmaputra Basin are shown as an example for 21 July 2016 (the rainiest day, 396 

when cell average precipitation of IMERG data was maximum). On that day, maximum and 397 

average precipitation in IMERG-RT data 680 mm and 90.29 mm respectively. By using IDW 398 

method of bias correction, maximum precipitation decreased to 546.01 mm and average 399 

precipitation was 24.39 mm. By using spline method of interpolation, maximum and average 400 

found 1253.06 mm and 76.17 mm respectively. It shows that by using IDW method, the pattern 401 

of satellite estimated precipitation is preserved and magnitude is decreased. On the other hand, 402 
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by using spline method, maximum precipitation is increased but cell average precipitation is 403 

decreased although spatial pattern and magnitude of IMERG Estimated precipitation have 404 

changed radically. In figure 7, comparison of spatially averaged precipitation from web crawling, 405 

IMERG-RT data, corrected rainfall from IDW method and corrected rainfall from spline method 406 

are shown. This figure shows a continuous overestimation of precipitation over Brahmaputra 407 

Basin by IMERG-RT satellite specially during monsoon season. Spline method of interpolation 408 

also behaves very poorly compared to the cell averaged web crawled rainfall. The overestimation 409 

behavior of IMERG-RT precipitation is further illustrated in Figure 8. From the scatter plot of 410 

three types of rainfall with web crawled rainfall it shows a decrease in rainfall after 411 

implementation of spline method, but still high amount of overestimation remains. Among the 412 

three plots, IDW method of correction clearly improves the prediction capability of satellite 413 

estimated precipitation over Brahmaputra Basin. 414 

 In table 1, statistical metrics to quantify performance of the dynamic correction is 415 

described. From the analysis, it is shown that 85% reduction in precipitation RMSE due to use of 416 

IDW Method of Bias interpolation whereas 12% reduction of RMSE due to spline method of 417 

correction by using web crawled rainfall. Due to implementation of web based correction 418 

system, average precipitation decreases from 17.51 mm/day to 5.63 mm/day (IDW Method) for 419 

most cases, indicating that IMERGRT suffers mostly from overestimation. Mean error in 420 

precipitation due to implement of this correction system also decreased 12.49 mm to 0.59 mm. 421 
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 422 

Figure 6: Example of correction of IMERG-RT precipitation of 21 July 2016 of Brahmaputra 423 

Basin, upper left: IMERG-RT precipitation, upper right: Corrected precipitation by IDW method 424 

of bias interpolation, lower left: Interpolated web crawled precipitation and lower right: 425 

Corrected precipitation by spline method of bias interpolation 426 

 The effect of the precipitation correction system on the prediction of streamflow is 427 

characterized by simulating the VIC model using the corrected precipitation and shown in figure 428 

9. From the figure, it can be seen that the streamflow using uncorrected IMERG-RT dataset is 429 

very unrealistic. Both of IDW and spline method shows a decrease in peak flows. However, in 430 

some cases, spline method overestimates the uncorrected IMERG derived stream flow. IDW 431 

method captured the pattern of rated discharge as well as decreased the high flow. Both methods 432 

of correction system improved the quality of simulated streamflow from the IMERG-RT 433 

precipitation, but overall performance of IDW method is found to be superior than the spline 434 
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method. The modest but systematic overestimation in streamflow prediction that remains can be 435 

taken care of through agency-based adjustment factors. 436 

 437 

Figure 7: Comparison of Cell average precipitation of Brahmaputra Basin from IMERG-RT 438 

Rainfall, Corrected Rainfall produced by IDW method of Bias interpolation and corrected 439 

rainfall from spline method of Bias Interpolation 440 

     441 

Figure 8: Scatter plot daily cell average precipitation of Brahmaputra Basin between interpolated 442 

web crawled rainfall and left: IMERG-RT precipitation, middle: Bias Corrected Precipitation by 443 
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using IDW Method of Interpolation and right: Bias Corrected Precipitation by using Spline 444 

Method of Interpolation. 445 

 446 

Table 1: Error Metrics of Precipitation Correction in Brahmaputra Basin 447 

Metrics IMERG-RT 

(mm) 

Bias Correction 

(IDW Method) 

Bias Correction 

(Spline Method) 

RMSE of cell average 

rainfall (mm/day) 

20.54 3.06 18.04 

Correlation Coefficient 0.80 0.86 0.75 

Average Precipitation 

(mm/day) 

17.51 5.63 15.57 

Mean Error (mm/day) 12.48 0.59 10.54 

 448 

 Impact of precipitation correction was also studied in Ganges Basin. Spatial distribution 449 

of the corrected and non-corrected precipitation for the rainiest day (01 July 2016) is shown in 450 

figure 10 On that day, maximum of IMERG dataset was 630 mm and average rainfall over the 451 

basin was 88.51 mm. By using IDW correction, it decreased to 261.51 mm and 16.39 mm, 452 

respectively. Like Brahmaputra Basin, the maximum rainfall amount is increased but cell 453 

averaged amount is decreased. In figure 11, daily average precipitation is shown from 1
st
 January 454 

2016 to 31
st
 August 2016. Among the two methods of bias correction, IDW method performed 455 

better in decreasing the IMERG estimated precipitation. During low rainy days, IMERG-RT 456 

rainfall is overestimated by the spline method corrected rainfall and during high rainy days, the 457 

situation is reversed. From the table 2, RMSE can be seen to reduce by 90% by the IDW method 458 

of interpolation whereas 32% is reduced by using spline interpolation techniques. Considerable 459 
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reduction in mean error is indicative of the positive effect of implementing a dynamic 460 

precipitation correction system. 461 

 462 

Figure 9: Comparison of simulated streamflow of Brahmaputra Basin from different types of 463 

precipitation.464 

 465 

Figure 10: Example of correction of IMERG-RT precipitation of 01 July 2016 of Ganges Basin, 466 
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upper left: IMERG-RT precipitation, upper right: Corrected precipitation by IDW method of bias 467 

interpolation, lower left: web crawled precipitation and lower right: Corrected precipitation by 468 

Spline method of bias interpolation 469 

  470 

Figure 11: Comparison of Cell average precipitation of Ganges Basin from IMERG-RT Rainfall, 471 

Corrected Rainfall produced by IDW method of Bias interpolation and corrected rainfall from 472 

spline method of Bias Interpolation 473 

   474 

Figure 12: Scatter plot daily cell average precipitation of Ganges Basin between interpolated web 475 
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crawled rainfall and left: IMERG-RT precipitation, middle: Bias Corrected Precipitation by 476 

using IDW Method of Interpolation and right: Bias Corrected Precipitation by using Spline 477 

Method of Interpolation. 478 

Table 2: Error Metrics of Precipitation Correction in Ganges Basin 479 

Metrics IMERG-RT 

(mm) 

Bias Correction 

(IDW Method) 

Bias Correct 

(Spline 

Method) 

RMSE of cell average rainfall 

(mm/day) 

24.17 2.19 16.29 

Correlation Coefficient 0.94 0.95 0.81 

Average Precipitation (mm/day) 16.37 4.82 13.15 

Mean Error (mm/day) 12.57 1.02 9.35 

  480 

4.2.2. Performance of Streamflow Correction System 481 

 Before implementing streamflow correction in the system, climatology discharge was 482 

prepared from the observed water level records for each Julian day. Climatology minimum, 483 

maximum and average discharge of both Basins along with the safe zone (the no-correction zone 484 

between 25% lower than maximum discharge and 25% higher than minimum discharge) where 485 

no streamflow correction is triggered is shown in figure 13. 486 
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  487 

Figure 13: Discharge Climatology of left: Ganges Basin and right: Brahmaputra Basin. Here the 488 

ósafe zoneô refers to the óno correctionô zone where, if a simulated flow is located inside, no 489 

automatic checks will be triggered. 490 

 By using this climatology discharge, regular correction of streamflow after hydrological 491 

model simulation is implemented. Several hydrological error estimation metrics are used to 492 

differentiate and compare the performance of correction techniques. Root mean square error, 493 

Nash Sutcliffe efficiency, Correlation Coefficient, Comparison of Peak discharge and 494 

Comparison of total runoff is assessed to measure skills of simulated streamflow. 495 
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 496 

Figure 14: Comparison of dynamic correction procedures for the Brahmaputra Basin with 497 

uncorrected precipitation. Rated discharge is the discharge derived from observed water levels. 498 

 499 

 In figure 14, simulated streamflow by using corrected and non-corrected precipitation is 500 

shown for Brahmaputra Basin. Streamflow from IMERG-RT product is plotted in the secondary 501 

axis as the values are very high. Table 3 summarizes the skill of different combination of 502 

correction and their effect in streamflow estimation for the Brahmaputra basin at Bahadurabad 503 

gauging station. The value of online and dynamic correction technique to improve the skill of 504 

IMERG-RT is quite obvious from this table. 505 

 506 

 507 

 508 
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Table 3: Stream flow skill assessment of precipitation correction, streamflow correction and 509 

combined correction system in Brahmaputra Basin at the Bahadurabad gauging station. 510 

Error Metrics  

(in stream flow) 

IMERG-RT Precipitation Bias Correction Precipitation + 

Streamflow correction 

  

 

IDW Method Spline Method 

RMSE (m
3
/s) 158,275 29,658 106,802 6929 

Correlation 0.96 0.93 0.84 0.95 

NSE -65.36 -1.33 -29.21 0.87 

Peak Discharge (m
3
/s) 433,269 133,318 301,176 90,693 

Error in Peak (m
3
/s) 348,594 48,643 216,501 6,018 

Percentage Error in Peak 

(relative to observed) 

412 57.5 255 7.11 

Peak Discharge Ratio 

(simulated to observed) 

5.12 1.57 3.56 1.07 

Total Runoff Volume 

(Billion M
3
) 

1996 703 1484 394 

Runoff Ratio with 

Observed runoff 

5.43 1.91 4.04 1.07 

Percentage Error in 

Runoff 

443 91 303 7.45 

 511 

5. CONCLUSION 512 

 Despite the plethora of satellite-based hydrologic data, hurdles remain, particularly when 513 

it comes to the developing world that prevent water management agencies from benefitting 514 

directly from the vantage of space and improve their decision making. In this study we have 515 

targeted the resolution of two key hurdles: 1) the high cost and software complexities of building 516 

easy-to-access, easy-to-maintain web portal interfaces that connect physical models with the 517 

water managers; 2) the low degree of skill of satellite-based hydrologic prediction that often 518 

results in physically unrealistic and untrustworthy scenarios for water managers at operational 519 

timescales. By demonstrating how any agency can build cost-effective web interfaces using 520 

open-source and non-proprietary tools, we provided an open-source framework to overcome the 521 

prohibitive costs and software making challenges. By developing a web-analytic procedure that 522 




